In this note we present some constructions with generators of analytic semigroups which are an abstract version of the familiar method of "freezing the coefficients" to prove elliptic estimates for differential operators with continuous coefficients or Hölder-continuous coefficients. As a side result we obtain an abstract exponential decay result for, say eigenfunctions corresponding to isolated eigenvalues.
After recalling some basic definitions in section 1.1 we first introduce a resolution of an operator A : E 1 ! E 0 in a Banach couple E 1 ; E 0 (section 2) and then discuss localized resolutions, which allow us to formulate an abstract version of the method of "freezing the coefficients" (section 3). In section 4 we show how all this can be applied to show that systems of parabolic operators A = P jjjm a j xD j generate analytic semigroups in L p spaces. In this example the result is certainly not new, but it illustrates the theory and suggests generalizations. In section 5 we show that the matrix elements of the resolvent of an A 2 H o l E with respect to a localized resolution are exponentially decaying, provided certain commutators are sufficiently small (In the example of systems of differential operators on R d this would imply that the integral kernel of the resolvent is exponentially decaying.) This result immediately implies exponential localization of generalized eigenvalues corresponding to isolated eigenvalues 0 of finite multiplicity again, assuming certain commutators are small enough (see section 6). For the example it turns out one can always choose a localized resolution for which the relevant commutators are adequately small. This way we find that generalized eigenfunctions (corresponding to isolated eigenvalues with finite multiplicity) of parabolic operators A = P jjjm a j xD j always decay exponentially at x = 1. This fact has an implication for classical solutions of nonlinear elliptic systems, namely, if an entire solution ux of an elliptic system of PDEs Fu ; D u ; : : : ; D m u = 0 is such that the linearized equation at u has = 0 as isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, then lim jxj!1 ux exists (section 8).
I have found the theory of analytic semigroups particularly useful to prove short time existence and regularity results for an ever increasing class of nonlinear diffusion equations. In the middle 80ies I found the works [1] [2] [3] particlarly inspiring. The reader can find much information in [4] , (see also [13] [5] [11] [14] [12] ). There is some overlap between the theory presented here and the work in volumes I and II of [4] . I hope the reader will find the different perspective useful. 
3. LOCALIZATION Let E ,! F ,! E be a resolution of the Banach couple E. We will say that the resolution is localized if the Banach couple F can be written as a direct sum If T 2 LF i ; F j i; j = 0 ; 1 is a bounded operator, then we can consider its associated matrix fT g, with T 2 LF i ; F j , defined by T = p T i :
For operators T : E ! E we will also define the "matrix elements" T 2 LF i ; F j by T = p T " i :
The graph of a localized resolution. We can define the matrix of the projection F = = p F i ; and we can define a graph GE ;F, whose vertices are the elements of A, and in which and are connected if either 6 = 0 or 6 = 0 .
We will always assume that the graph GE ;F is uniformly locally finite. This means by definition that n G def = max 2A fnumber of edges containing g (6) is finite.
Let A 2 LE 1 ; E 0 be given. Then an operator A 0 2 LF 1 ; F 0 will be called a , A 0 g = f 2 F 0 and the uniqueness of the decomposition of g into the g 's that g = 0 for all 6 = . Hence g 2 F 1 .
Since the norm of the resolvent restricted to F 0 can never be more than its norm on
As a converse to this lemma we have the following observation. We construct the morphisms E ! F ! E using the partition of unity f' g. For any f 2 E j j = 0 ; 1 we define the th component of fto be f = ' ; r xfx; (12) and for any ff g 2A 2 F j j = 0 ; 1 we put ff gx = X 2A ' ; r xf x: (13) Observe that this last sum is locally finite and that both : F Interpretation of the matrix coefficients T = p T"i of an operator T : E 1 ! E 0 . It is evident that for any f 2 E 1 one has T f = ' ;r T ' ;r f (14) so that T f more or less represents the component in O ;r of the image under T of the component in O ;r of f. In order to see how good the resolution A 0 is, we will compute the commutators A; and A; . It turns out that these commutators do not depend on what the A 's do outside of the support of ' . This gives us the freedom to choose A any way we like on the complement of the support of ' . The particular choice which we have made ensures that the coefficients a j x of A do not oscillate more than the a j x do on O ; r .
In general the commutator of a differential operator with a multiplication operator is another differential operator of lower order. The point of the following computations is to show that A; and A; are made up of differential operators of order m , 1. 
The coefficients b The number of such terms is the number of paths of length k + 2 from to . Since each vertex in the graph G is connected to at most n G other vertices (including itself) there at most n k+2 G paths emanating from . On the other hand, by definition there are no paths from to of length less than d ; so we can estimate the sum (23) 
with c = , ln n G .
Assume now that , encloses one and only one eigenvalue 0 of A; and that P , has finite rank N (so 0 is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity). Since the space F 
Refering to the interpretation of the matrix element given in (14) 
APPLICATION TO "FREDHOLM SOLUTIONS" OF NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS
When studying solutions of systems of nonlinear elliptic PDE from the point of view of bifurcation theory (as in [7, 8] ) it is of interest to consider the linearized equation. Theorems from bifurcation theory will in general only be applicable if the linearized operator is a Fredholm operator. The following theorem shows that a slightly stronger condition will not hold for most bounded entire solutions of elliptic PDEs. Proof. By differentiating the equation (39) with respect to x k , one finds that @ k u is an eigenfunction of A with eigenvalue 0. Hence by theorem 7.1 all derivatives @ k u decay exponentially as jxj ! 1 . By integrating the gradient along circles centered at the origin one sees that the oscillation of ux on the sphere of radius r decays exponentially as r ! 1 (at least if d 2; otherwise such circles do not exist.) By integrating along rays one sees that ux actually tends to a constant. Q.E.D.
